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Yellow Light 

September 24, 2020 

Picture This 

Top Left: After 6 months, 
I finally made it back to 
Parque de las Palapas, my 
favorite park with some 
of my favorite snacks. 
Pictured here is a 
Marquesita. It’s a wrap 
with the consistency and 
taste of a waffle cone 
filled with whatever add-
ins you want. This one has 
queso bola, cream 
cheese, caramel, and 
fresh strawberries. 

Top Right: For my 
birthday, my brother and 
sister-in-law gave me an 
illuminated journaling 
Bible. This quarantine has 
given me plenty of time 
to enjoy it and mark it up. 

Bottom: One of Oso’s 
biggest ministry roles is 
doing maintenance for 
our church. He is pictured 
here, with our pastor and 
another friend, putting 
things back in place after 
painting the entire 
sanctuary. 

Becoming One 
Introduction  

 

Hi Family and Friends. Happy Fall! Depending on where you are in the 
world, some of you are starting to feel the cooler temperature and see 
the colors of the leaves change. For me, nothing in nature makes me feel 
like fall, so I thank God for Walmart where I can buy seasonal decorations 
to get me in the mood. One thing that is changing color is the Covid-19 
traffic light. In Cancun, we just recently transitioned from orange to 
yellow allowing everything to open up a little more and function at a 
slightly higher capacity.  

 

Kingdom School 
Kingdom School is entering into its’ 7th year of existence. For the last few 
years, Kingdom School has functioned as a sort of Sunday School, but on 
Saturdays. As we enter into a new season of ministry, the leadership has 
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Online 

meigiving.com 

Enter our personal 
account # SE3517 under 
Person/Project/Account 
(as well as in the 
“Message” field if you 
choose the option to pay 
with PayPal).  

Cash or Check 

MEI P.O. Box 2127 

Bentonville, AR 72712 

Cash App 

$SaraEastham 
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Phone 

Sara: +52 (998) 396-6347 

Oso: +52 (998) 168-2032 

Email 

saraeastham@ymail.com 

oso_agf7@hotmail.com 

Social Media 

Facebook: Sara Eastham 

Abraham AG Osote 

Instagram: 
@sarabeara621 

@abrahamagosote 

formed a team of us to assess how Kingdom School is working and 
suggest changes for realignment to our mission and values. We are 
excited to help form it into its’ new function, a platform for discipleship. 

Kingdom Academy 
While we are not sure when we will be able to kick off the new school 
year, we are very sure about how we want to do it. As you all know, 
parents are taking on a huge load in facilitating their children’s education 
at home while many of them also continue to work even full-time jobs. 
With that in mind, the Kingdom Academy team has planned a 3-day 
parent seminar to invest in the lives of our parents as they invest into the 
lives of their kids. We will be presenting subjects such as the importance 
of education, the importance of Christian education, and how our school 
model works. We will also be facilitating dynamics relating to vision, 
identity, and commitment. Please be praying that God would move 
through us to touch the lives of our parents and students. 
 

Personal Life 
Things were starting to get rolling again, until about 3 weeks ago. 
Individuals on our staff and their families started presenting symptoms 
one-by-one until we decided to shut down activities and quarantine in our 
own homes. A positive test came back and confirmed our suspicions that 
Covid-19 had hit our base. I was super blessed to be among the 4 of us 
that have remained asymptomatic. Because Oso was symptomatic, he 
went to one of the base houses that is not currently in use to isolate 
himself from myself and our other family members that we live with. 
Praise God his symptoms were light and the only thing that remains is a 
cough. The majority of those who were sick are now without any 
symptoms and we are starting to talk about plans for moving forward. 
Although my almost 2 weeks without Oso has been difficult, I have 
enjoyed my time with my father-in-law and 2 brothers-in-law that we live 
with. I have spent a lot of time cooking and perfecting my rice-making 
skills. I have also spent a lot of time cleaning, reading my bible, and on 
FaceTime with Oso or my mom. Oso is due to come back home in just a 
couple more days and I can’t wait. I think these next 48 hours are going to 
be the slowest in this whole quarantine. Next week, the base will receive 
a DTS Outreach team and the action will start to pick back up once again. 
Please be praying for complete healing, protection, and wisdom as we 
enter into this next season.  
 
Thank you so much for your friendship, prayers, and financial support. 
Oso and I are very blessed to partner with you in the ministry!  
 
Until we all become one, 

---Sara and Abraham Gomez 

 


